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By now, we have all come across Lord Turner’s

quote on peer to peer lending potential. Still,

is it indeed the case that peer to peer losses

would make the ‘worst bankers look like absolute geniuses’?

Even if this is true, how long would this loss last before

it turns into profit again (if ever)? 

Crowdfunding is an undeniable reality and to be fair,

a foreseeable result of the economic recession which

peaked with the Cyprus haircut on 17th of March 2013.

Banking institutions came (and are under continuous

scrutiny), country economies struggling between

‘development initiatives’ and ‘austerity measures’,

governments around the world dreading another bank-

run or another bail-out; it is this time of year that no one

would want to see the IMF or the ECB landing on their

grounds. 

This small, and by all means non-exhaustive, list of

factors contributed towards the expansion of methods

of funding which, up to recently, were seen as alternative;

only for the artistic, the culturists and the bold. For

the sake of mentioning a definition, crowdfunding is

(according to the European Commission) an ‘open call to

the public to raise funds for a specific project’. By now, there

are a lot of different types of crowd funding, for example:

donation-based, reward-based, social-lending, royalty-

based – some being more risky, in terms of public

protection, than others.

No matter what the case might be, the present status

quo resembles nothing previously known. The most

recent illustration of this is when the Spanish bank

Santander which, in what may be seen as a bold move

(or move of need depending), proceeded with the closing

down of 450 branches in Spain whilst joining forces with

Kabbage with the aim of reaching a wider gamma of

clientele. This is one of the many examples of how banking

institutions and other investment banks are adapting to

the new reality. Banks would not normally be able to

provide lending services or reach people of the type they

fund through online lenders. The reasons for this type

of funding vary; the risk involved is definitely much

higher, but the very definition of development initiatives

is to promote possible but improbable ventures – this

is usually seen within the ambit of engineering and

technology. Nonetheless, despite the risks involved,

platform operators claim to be able to conduct more

efficient due diligence controls than traditional banking

institutions through exploiting reservoirs of non-traditional

data, including social media – what the laypeople could

perhaps describe as multi-layers data analysis.

All the above introduce a small fraction of crowdfunding

potential, with generous support in some cases from the

legislature. Inevitably, consumer protection is one, if not

the main concern for most legislative regulators but, in

a perfect model where consumer protection is achieved,

crowdfunding brings back old memories, mainly the

concept of online value. I say old memories because in a

way the concept is by no means recent, for example

e-money which was a hot topic back in 2010 - like Bit

Coin - or the more radical trend of the virtual world, for

example Second Life. 

In contrast to some past examples, crowdfunding

expands from the virtual world to real commercial
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CROWDFUNDING

practices. The easy part is that the very foundation of the same is

marketing. There are two ways pursuant to which a business would

normally seek crowdfunding for. The first is the creation of a brand

from scratch and the second the enhancement of such brand value.

The possibility of creating a brand from scratch
However, this is by no means restricted to lending-based crowdfunding.

The good news when addressing one’s ideas to the public, is the fact

that the public is a “live body”. This means that the public has feelings,

it can be touched, it can get excited, it can get frustrated, and it can

even be empathetic. An interesting example is how Dr Nadia Masood

(an anesthetics registrar) managed to raise the astonishing amount

of 85,000 GBP for the purpose of seeking a judicial review against

the imposition of the new NHS contract.

Therefore, the public can be convinced. Of course, it goes without

saying that the public is not naïve; it needs to be motivated and this

is when marketing becomes relevant.

The main and most important step of the entire procedure is coming

up with a good idea with realistic potential, and be able to back it up

with proper research and organization. As a person who is easily

excited by the potentials of a good idea, I have come to appreciate

the drawbacks involved when ideas meet reality, no matter their

potential. 

A wise pre-step is the possibility of launching a pre-campaign to

determine the reactions of the targeted public (whether this refers to

retail, angel and other investors included). If the reaction is what one

would describe as at least agreeable, then entering the social media

war is next. Strategy is always on the front line since, choosing the

appropriate platform is key to every successful crowdfunding venture.

Choosing the appropriate crowdfunding platform depends on whether

one wants to be a big fish in a small pond or a small fish in a big pond. 

Setting a realistic funding goal, having a plan B and preparing a

“pitch”, is like going for a job interview: a person depending on

crowdfunding is his/her own best representative. The idea is that the

public trusts the person and then his/her ideas. It’s a relationship of

trust. The public will invest and will be curious to see the rest of it,

which in a sense is a good thing since, curiosity creates followers and

success creates royalty. Therefore, royal followers are a percentage of

the public ready to support one’s idea.

There are examples which went awfully wrong, but there are also

examples which went right. The example that triggered my curiosity

towards crowdfunding was an interview by Alice Jolly on how she

crowd-funded her book by raising GBP 10,000 – in an era of tablets

and online gaming this is a remarkable sum of money.

Despite all its difficulties, creating value online seems to be “easier”

than the actual struggle of striving to create one in the real world.

This is not only in terms of the online tools available but also, the

overall willingness of people to trust an online impression of a person

presenting an idea online, rather than one physically knocking on

their doors to ask for support.

Enhancing existing brand-value
Unlike what many may believe, crowdfunding is popular with brands

that already enjoy brand value and considerable goodwill. This is

because crowdfunding can be used both as a marketing tool and for

raising funds for risky ventures which - especially for private companies

- would not be in position to easily justify. 

An example of carefully planned strategic crowdfunding is the

chocolate chain shops of ‘HOTEL Chocolat.’.

The founders of HOTEL Chocolat aimed at creating a brand

which, although luxurious, is also accessible. The brand was

distanced from other types of chocolate one usually meets in

supermarkets, and expanded their brand to reflect a way of life.

In 2010, HOTEL Chocolat tested its potential with crowdfunding

by issuing GBP 7.9 million worth of chocolate bonds. The ‘interest’

on the bonds was cashed in as truffles and pralines. Chocolate lovers

were excited for the possibility of having chocolate supplied by

HOTEL Chocolat. Furthermore, HOTEL Chocolat was able to raise

the funds required to continue the further development of the brand

while creating loyal followers and supporters of their brand, thereby

increasing their brand value. 

HOTEL Chocolat is only an example of how crowdfunding can

offer an alternative, innovative, unconventional and often

unconditional method of supporting new ventures. This seems to

resemble more primitive methods of trading, like barter.

Whatever the case might be, the direct communication and

connection with the public offered by crowdfunding is priceless

(though this is not intended to replace marketing campaigns).

Tax-motivated crowdfunding -
The BEPS 5 guidelines
As a Cyprus lawyer and a fierce supporter of the Cyprus IP Box

regime (as it currently stands) I cannot but mention the obvious link

between the BEPS 5 guidelines and crowdfunding. After all, let us not

forget that at the moment crowdfunding is more readily addressed 

to innovative start-ups. Therefore, and as already mentioned,

crowdfunding is used for high risk ventures, the subject of which is

usually technology-related. 

As a result, crowdfunding is used in research and development.

No one can guarantee in advance that a crowd-funded idea will be

successful. Irrespectively though, it seems that this would enjoy

certain tax benefits, at least in most European countries. 

The move towards online value: 
is it more than a mere mirage?

As the title of this article denotes, this is nothing more than an ad

hoc brainstorming on the wave of information this writer has come

across over the past few weeks. Therefore, this article would not have

served its purpose if certain concerns were not included.

Lord Turner’s view is a warning on what this writer considers as the

imprudent overuse of crowdfunding. On another note, if the plan is

there and the potential is there, then loss is easily turned into profit

under the appropriate circumstances. If crowdfunding was doomed
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to fail then, perhaps banking institutions would never have turned to

investing in fintech.

Therefore, if the world is transitioning to an online reality then

does this mean that online branding will come to be worth more than

actual brand value? For if this is the case then, perhaps online brand

value may come across as more readily quantifiable than real brand

value – if my lay understanding of multi-layer data analysis is correct

(which it may not). 

In any case, (and from the perspective of a lawyer trying to

understand technological advancements) this could potentially lead

to more reliable quantification of the value of a brand or the value of

goodwill (whether self-induced or not). In such case, will banking

institutions become more willing to accept a charge over a business’

online brand value? Or even the mortgage of a brand’s intellectual

property portfolio? 

In other words, is the definition of brand value as we know it

changing? Is brand value to be divided into real brand value and online

brand value? Will this possibility lead to the extinction of traditional

brand value or does online brand value remain a mere fiction as the

trend of crowdfunding and other fintech fails? 

Conclusion
Crowdfunding is just one of the possibilities financial technology

has to offer. This article has not expanded on the limitations of

crowdfunding, the existing regulations and the need for regulatory

measures perhaps on a European, or even international level, to

promote cross-border cooperation. This goes without saying that,

especially as far as crowdfunding by lending is concerned; consumer

protection is and should be the main consideration. Like all ventures

seeking to combine money and technology, the risks are numerous

and by all means real.

However, this does not limit the potential of crowdfunding

towards funding and promotion of research and development and

the subsequent creation of intellectual property rights and brand

value. 

As technology progresses, legislative and geographical boundaries

diminish. The only reality of the internet is its borderless nature.

From a legal perspective, the current legislative structure of intellectual

property protection remains segmented (enough), despite efforts to

adapt it to the new era. Whether technology and regulation will co-

exist remains to be seen. Meanwhile, while co-existence between the

two is explored, technology continues to expand its limits. 
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Crowdfunding expands
from the virtual world to real
commercial practices.”
“
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